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had broken tops, few or no branches, decayed sapwocd and

heartwood, and less than 100 percent bark cover. Snags

of this size and type were found primarily in forests

over 70 years of age; consequently, use of snags by hole-

nesting birds was concerthrated in 1O0 and 200+-year--old

forests0

Censuses of birds were conducted in one representa-

tive area from each forest category and most age classes.

The density and species diversity of hole-nosting birds

increased significantly (P <0.05) as the forest matured.

Density of hole-nesting birds during the breeding period

was closely correlated with the mean dhh of snags and

the mean volume of snags per hectare (r 0,97 and 0S',

respec'ci vely) These relationships supported the CC?flC1U

sion that the most valuable snags for ho1enestirig birds

are iare (60± cm in dbh, 15± m tail) snags found in J.0O-'

and 200+-year-oid forests.

Managoment of Douglas-fir forests for m3ximum timber

production docs not allow for the production or retention

of te snags, Elimination of large snags from forest

systems could drastically reduce popuiat±an of many

species of hole-nesting birds, Goals toward which manae-

meat of snas may be directed are; 1VCfl
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USE OF SNAGS BY El RDS, DOUGLAS -Fl R REGI ON, WES ThRN OREGON

INTRODUCTI ON

Standing dead trees, or "sriaqs are a natural corn-

ponent of forest systems and are primarily the result of

mortality due to competition, insect infestation, disease,

lightning, fire and winds Under intensive forest manage-

ment, snags are removed because they constitute fire and

safety hazards; are cns1dered b:eeding qrounds for harxrr-

ful insects and fungal infections interfere wh aerial

sprayingr r lanting the burning of and timber

harvest_ techniques; and take up space which could be usec.

to grow merchantable trees Oregon a ety Codes (l99)

require that snags be felled in areas where men are work

ing and raoneary penalties are to be imposed when th s

regulation is
ignored0 Recently, new processes fo.c uti-

lizing dead wood have created markets which encourage the

removal of snags for economic reasons as well (U.S Forest

Service 1973). In short, policies for the management of

forests in the Pacific Northwest dictate the removal of

snags0

The elimination of snags and the concomitant effect
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on birds that depend on snags are the subjects of in-

creasing concern (Gale 1973, MoCleliand arid Frisseil

i975) In Oregon, 34 species of hoienesting birds use

snags as nest or roos sites (?iht l974) Most wood

peckers are especially dependent on snçs becaLse they

not only nest and roost in standing dead tress, but also

forage on them (Bull 1975, Conne:r et al I975 Jacknan

1975 ). iiaapanen (1965) and Baida (1975) have shown thai

densities of bole-nesting birds are muc1 greater in pine

forests with snags than in similar iorets 'bcre snags

were removed.

Because many National Forests a:e now devekopnq

pol' ces the man:. o. si gc
' r LjUS1

t:Ltative information corxcernirg relationships between

birds and snags is qreat, This study was designed to

provide nformation about snag-b:Lrd relationships in

western Oregone Objectives were to: a) quantify use of

snags by birds in even-aged Doug!asfir (ta

menziesii) forests representing iwe different age classes

b) determine characteristics which make snags suitable

for use by birds; and c) confare the drisit, eoxiposition

of species and species diversity of hoiC-CStn.g bixds



in the various age classes of Douglas-fir forests.

Our study was coordinated with a companion study by /

dine (1977) which examined the density and physical

characteristics of snags on the same areas as this study.

Cline 's findings will he used throughout this paper,
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STUDY AREA

The study was conducted on or near the Siuslaw "

National Forest in th Coast Range, 30-60 kn west of

Corvallis, 0reqon i'4cst of the forest is in the western

hemlock (Tsa heterophvlla) veotation zone (Franklin

and Dyrness 1973), The climate of the Coast Range is wet

and mild0 Average arxua1 precipitation ranges from 150-

300 cm and occuis primarily during the winter months in

the form of rain with some snow at high elevations,

January and July mean temperatues are 2,4 and 16,6 C,

respectively (Franklin and Dyrness 1973)

The following unnarizes the general pattern of /

forest succesionj. n the western hemlock zone (Franklin

and Dyrness 1973), Clearcutting and the suhsecjucnt burn-

ing of: slash usually zemovo most vegetation frcm a har-

vested area, However, within a year after clearcutting,

herbaceous species invade arid, become dominant, After 5

or 6 years, the herhaceous, or weed, stage is replaced

by a zthrub dominated community, Within 20 years,

Douglas-fir saplings supersede the shrub community to

produce a dense evenaged stand of young timber that

shades out most understory vegetation The dense, pole
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stage maintains itself until natural mortality begins to

reduce the density of trees at approximately 100 years.

At this time, species of shrub regain prominance in the

understory, and trees such as western heralock invade

most upland areas, while western redcedar ('hija 2licata)

red alder (Alnus rubra) and bigleaf maple (Acer

gQ1pm) commonly invade drainaqes and other wet

sites. If left undisturbed for 400-600 years, the climax

tree species, western hemlock, usually becomes dominan

Historically, wildfires and strong winds arxd currently,

timber harvests truncate forest succession before the

climax stage is reached, Consequently, a subclimax sere

of Douglas-fir usually dominates the forest veqetation

Douglas-fir is the Nation s most important softwood

timber species (U.S. Forest Service 1973), and the

forests of the Coast Range have been intensively harvested

during the last 30 years0 As a result, 25 percent of the

Siuslaw National Forest now (1977) consists of harvested

areas and youn forests 0-30 years old. The remaining

75 percent is made up of forests of intermediate age, 30-

120 years old, and scattered pockets of o1d growth

forests over 200years old,
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Snags were sampled in three forest categories:

natural and manged Douglas-fir forests, and natural

riparian habitats, In the riparian habItats, hardwoods

predominated; the most common tree species were bigleaf

maple and red aider, Four age classes of natural Doug1as

fir forests were sampled: ages 35, 70, 100 and 200±

years, Four age c1asss of managed Doug1afir forests

were sampled: ages 10, 35 55 and 100 years, Of the man-

aged forests: the 35- and 55-yearo1d stands had been

thinned, the l00-year-old forests had been partial1y-c;ut,

and the lOyear-o1d areas had been planted to Dougias

fir, The managed forests did not represent the resuit.s

of intensive "stand improvement'; all snags had not been

removed, Natural riparian habitats aged 70, 100 and 200+

years were sampled,

Thirty areas were selected to represent. the 11

combinations of forest category and stand age dscribeci

above. Sample sizes varied between forest categories and

age classes due to their availability (Table 1), Eleva--

tionsof studyareas varied from l22-915 in. Dominant

vegetation in the herb, shrub, iowertree and upperS-

tree layers was described by Cline (1977),
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ME JODS

For the purposes of this study a snag as defined

as any standing dead tree, or part of a dead tree, 8.9 cm

or greater in dbh (diameter at breast height) and 4.4 m

or greater in heights Three methods were used to sample

populations of snags, In natural Douglas-fir forests a

point to plant method was used (Pielou 1959). Thirty-five

points were established along a permanent transect The

two snags nearest each point, within a fixed radius, were

marked with numbered tags A 15.2 in radius was used in

young forests (7O years), while radii of 2249 and 30,5

in were used in 1OO and 200±-year-old forests, reE;pec-

tively0 Densities of snags were low enough in managed

areas to warrant marking all snags present, Thinned and.

partially-cut areas varied from 1.2-32 na, while 10-

year-old areas varied from 61-271 ha, In riparian

habitats, a fixed width strip was used to sample snags

All snags within the strip were marked,

Snags were placed into one of three groups based on

evidence of use by ho1enestin.g birds 1, no apparent.

sign of past. utilization; 2, EViQenCe of past foraging

by woodpeckers (Fii, 1); and 3, excavated cavities



Figure 1 A snag with evidence of woodpecker
foraging0 NciLe hey in upper third

of picture Feeding holes of this
size are qenerally made by pileated
woodpeckers0



present0 A hole in a snag was considered an excavated

nest or roost cavity if the edges were smooth and the

opening was round or elliptical in shapoe Cavities were

examined with a 20x spotting scope to ensure they did not

"dead end" sevCrai cm from the surface. A number of

cavities, particularly those over 15 m above the ground,

were difficult. to examine while standing at the base of

the snag. To gain a better vantage point, we climbed a

nearby tree to observe cavities that could not ha exemn-'

ed effectively from the ground.

The height above ground and the diameter of the

opening were recorded for each cavity. Cavities less

than 15 m above the ground were measured with the aid

of an aluminum ladder and an extendable 7.6 m pole marked

in feet Heights of cavities over 15 m were determined

with an Abney level4 All heights were determined to the

nearest, foot. and then converted to imterz Diameters of

cavity openings were determined by attaching va:cious

sized discs to the top of the etendable pole, and placing

them over the cavity openings A second person, standing

away from the snaq then detrroined hich disc siz most

closely a.pproximatd the openiiq sIze, ior those cavities
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over 15 m, the discs were placed as high as possible and

the cavity openings were then estimated. All cavity open-

ings were estimated to the nearest cm. We did not deter-

mine whether the cavities were being utilized at the

time of sampling.

Censuses of birds were conducted in one representa-

tive area from each of the following forest categories

and age classes: natural Douglas-fir forests aged 35, 70,

100 and 200+ years; managed forests aged 10, 35, 35 and

100 years? and a riparian habitat aged 100 years All

areas eens:used,, except the riparian habitat, were on

hillsides with southern exposures; the riparia habitat

was essentially flat. All areas censused, except the 70-

year-old natural Douglas-fir forest, had the highest

densities of snags in their respective aqe classes, The

70-year-old Do'uclasfir forest with the highest density

of snags was often inaccessibic during the winter and

was, thereiore, not selected for censusing Elevation

extremes in the areas censused were 152 in and 915 m.

Core samplings were taken by dine (1977) to determine

the age of trees on all areas censused (Table 2),

A point Census method was employed to determine
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densities of birds (Anderson 1970). Seventeen points at

61 in intervals were established along permanent transects

in each area0 All points were at least 30,5 xn from the

boundary of the vegetation type, We walked the transects

stopping at each of the 17 points. After stopping, we

waited 2 minutes to allow birds to resume normal activity,

and then, for a period of 5 minutes, recorded all indi

viduals heard or seen within a 3O5 in radiuse, Because the

55-year-old managed area was only 1.2 ha, only three

points could he established. These three points were

censused repeatedly until 17 point censuses were accumu

lated, Birds were censused during two time periods:

winter, November 1975 - February 1976; and breeding peri

od, 16 May 30 June, 1976. A census was conduct.ed on

each area four times during the winter arid three times

durinu the breeding period. We started the censuses 30

minutes after sunrise and continued until all 17 points

were completed about 3 hrs.). Censuses were not conduct-

ed ''hen rain, wind or fog appeared to reduce activity of

birds

Only ho1enesting birds (species that utilize holes

in snags as nest or roost sites) are examined in this
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paper. (For a more complete description of avifauna in

Douglas-fir forests, see appendix.) There are two kinds

of hole-nesting birds: those that excavate their own nest

or roost hole -- primary nestors; and those that. rely on

vacated holes for nest and roost sites -- secondary

nesters0 Scientific names of all hole-nesting birds en

countered are given in Table 2. The brown creeper does

not usually nest in holes in snags, but was included in

Table 2 because it builds a cup nest behind loose hark

on snags0

The circular census plots (30.5 m radius) centered

around the 17 points totaled 4q97 ha. Based on the repe

titions of each transect, we calculated the meen densit

of individuals per species per 4.97 ha. These means were

expanded to birds per 40 ha0 Before the mean dersities

of all hole-nesting btrds were expanded, they were added

to ive a total mean density of birds () for each are

Total mean densities were transformed (V + 1) to nor-

malize the data and create a hornoqenous variance structu

so that statistical analyses could he erforrned, We used

two-way analysis of variance and the least squares dif-

ference (LSD) test to evaluate di fferences between mean
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densities (Snedecor and Cochran 1967) The mean of the

200-year-old Douglas-fir forest was used as a standard

in the LSD test. Student's "ta tests were used to evalu-

ate differences between the means of natural and managed

areas of approximately the same age. These statistical

analyses were calculated on mean densities in both the

winter and breeding period. In the winter, however,

chestnut-backed chickadees occurred in large flocks and

the number of censuses taken was not great enough to

adequately sample a population of birds distributed in

large nomadic groups Therefore, chestnut-backed chick-

adees were not included in the calculations of density

during the winter.

To conform to the standard expression of density,

results are expressed as birds per 40 ha, However, all

references made to significant differences in total

density of birds between areas are based on statistical

tests conducted on the mean density of birds per 4.97 ha.

Using Shannon's function (Shannon and Weaver 1949),
S

P log6 p, where "p." is the proportion of the
1=1 1

"ith" species in a community composed of "s" species, we

calculated a bird species diversity (BSD) index for hole-
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nesting birds in each census. BSD depends on two factors:

a) species richness, or the number of species present;

and b) the equitability component, or the evenness in

distribution of total density among species (Lloyd and

Chelardi 1964). However, Tramer (1069) has shown that

when Shannon's function is used to index BSD, the diver-

sity indices are closely correlated (r = 0,97) with

species richness. The same statistical analyses used to

test differences between mean densities of birds were

used to evaluate differences between mean BSDs. These

data were not transformed, however, because di7ersity

indices, calculated using Shannon's function, are

asymptotically normal in distribution when natural log-

arithms are used (Hutcheson 1969). BSD5 presented are

means of the indices calculated for each area durinc' the

winter or breeding period, Mean BSD can not be derived

from the expanded densities in Tabis 2 or 3. Chestnut--

backed chickadees were not included in the diversity

calculations during the winter,

Species specific information on the utilization of

snags was obtained on each of the 30 areas sampled for

snags. Each day, following the bird census, one transect
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was walked with stops made very 30,5 in for 5 minutes.

During this time an attempt was made to locate all

species which forage on, or nest ins, snags. Once visu-

ally located, the activities of these species were fol-

lowed for up to 30 minutes. All snags used in any manner

were described by recording the following information:

dbh, height, top condition (broken or intact), decay

condition at the base of the snag (see dine 1977 for

methodology), an estimate of percent bark covers and an

estimate of the number and diameter of branches present

All active nests located were confirmed by observing or

hearing young birds in the cavity, or by observing three

or more feeding trips by the parent birds to the nest

hole, The 30 areas were searched three times: once during

July - August, 1975; and twice during April June, 1976.

Observations of use of snags made while conducting

censuses of birds were recorded in the same manner,
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RE SULTS

Density lea of Sjj

The coxipanion study by Cline (1977) was closely

coordinated with our research so that results of both

studies could be integrated. A knowledge of dine's

findings is essential to understanding utilization of

snags by birds: therefore, a brief sunimary is givon

below.

Snags were partitioned into three size classes

based on dbh: class 1, 10-18 cm; class 2, 20'-46 cm; and

class 3, 48+ cm. Snags of each size class were then

separated into five states of decay based on physical

characteristics such as height, number and size of

branches, condition of the top, and decay at the base

of the snag, The five states of decay catagerize the

changes that occur in a snag s appearance as it advances

in age (Fig. 2) The combination cf state of decay and

size class placed a snag into one of 14 cay groups'

which are used in this paper as a basis for description

of snags (Le. decay group 23 state of decay 2 and

size clasc 3) Of all snags sampled, 76 percent were



60 F Mean heights ± 1 s.d. of snags in size classes
1, 2, and 3. Size classes are based on dbh: 1

1

10-18 cm, 2 20-46 cm, and 3 = 48+ cm.

50 -

0)

40

."

3

J2

10

IL I1

State of decay 1 2 3 4 5

Branch condition All branches Many small and Few large Stubs None
large branches branches and stubs

Wood decay at base Sapwood and Partial saood AU sapwood decay, Both sapwood & Sapwood falling
heertwcod sound decay, heartwood partial heartwood heartwood dacay or gone,

sonnd decay heartwood dacay

Percent bark ccvr

Estimates of sns longevity
(yrs. Siflc3 death of trac)

s1eclasi 4 6 6 35+

size class 2 5 13 Sc 60 90+

zize class 3 6 50 125 250+

Figure 2. Changes in physical characteristics of Doug1asir snags with time (Cine 1977).
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Douglas-fir; consequently, th decay groups are based

primarily on data coccerning the size and physical

characteristics of Douglas-fir snag In general,

physical characteristics of other coniferous species of

snags were similar to those of Dougias-fir Hardwood

snags sampled were generally not as tall as coniferous

snags (over size class 1), and were, of courses struc

turally different; however, the progressive change in

characteristics with advancing age remained the same.

In natural Douglas-fir forests, the mean dene:Lty of

snags over 8.9 cm dbh was highest in the 70-year-old age

class and then decreased in the 100- and 200±-yer-old

age classes (Table 1). If snags under 8.9 cm dbh were

included in the calculations of density, the mesa deni

ty of snags in the 35-year-old age class became greatest

(l9Otna, I s0d, = 524) and a general decrease in the

density of snags accompanied maturation of the forest.

As would he expc ted, managed forests had lower

densities of snags than natural forests of approximately

the same age (Tabie 1), In 10-year-old areas, nearly all

snags had been removed Riparian habitats also had lower

densities of snags than natural Douglas-fir fores:s in
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Table 1. Densities of snags in Douglas-fir forests,
western Oregon (Clire 1977).

Forest Forest age Mean density of 1 standard
category class (yrs.) snags per hectare deviation

35
(2)a

111.6

Douglas-fir 70 (2) 149.7 53.6

forests 100 (4) 4.2 2'/.9

200+(6) 1.3 10.9

10 (6) 0.5 1.0
Managed

1 20Douglas-fir
forests 55(1) 57.4

100 (2) 17. 6.7

rio
Natural
riparian 100
habitat

alh of areas

(1) 27.2

(2) 7.2 3.0

ft3) 6.9 3.0

sampled.
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the same age classes; however, the trend of decreasing

density with increasing forest age was similar to that

observed in Douglas-fir forests (Table 1).

The average size of snags increased with the age of

the forests, Snags in 35-year-old natural Douglas-fir

forests were predominantly in size class 1, while those

in 70- and 100-year-old natural Douglas-fir forests were

predominantly in size classes 1 and 2, and 2 and 3,

respectively (Fig. 3). The composition of size of snags

in the riparian habitats was similar to that observed in

natural Douglas-fir forests. However, snags that re-

named standing in managed Douglas-fir forests were

those that for some reason, had not been removed duiing

the thinning or partial-cuts, and therefore, dc1 not

necessarily reflect the size composition that would have

occurred under natural condition,

All snags in size class 3 in natural and manged 35-

year-old Douglas-fir forests, and 75 percent of those in

natural and managed 7O-year-old Douglas-fir forests, were

ieranant snags -- snags which remained standing after

clearcutting or wildfire and continued to stand as a

young forest grew up around themQ Such snags were not
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Figure 3. Dns!ty of snags in each size class in natural Douglas-fir forests,
western Oregon. Class 1 10-10 cm dbh, 2 20-46 cm, and 3 48+ cm.
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produced by the forest in which they were found, but by

the previous forest. A typical remnant snag was short,

without bark or branches, in an advanced state of decay,

and larger in dbh than the maximum dbh of live tree3

(Fig. 4), Virtually all (99 percent) remnant snags were

in size class 3.

Forests in the 100- and 200+-year-old age classes

also had remnant snags, but these forests naturally

produced snags of similar size as well. By definition,

all snags found in 10-year-old areas were remnant snag

However, snags in all size classes ocôurred in these

areas because smaller snags had not yet fallen.. rr

number of remnant snags which occurred in any area that.

had once been harvested probably depended on the follow--

ing factors: the age of the forest originally harvested1

the length of time since the harvest, the number of

severe storms since the harvest, and the completeness

of tree and snag reiuoval during the harvest.

In natural Douglas-fir forests the density of snags

increed from the first to the third state of decay,
and generally decreased thereafter (Fig, 5). This dis-

tribution of snags resulted from the opposing forces of
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Figure 4 2. typical remnant snags
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snag production and snag decays As indicated by the

density of snags through forest succession (Table 1),

the production of snags decreases as the forest matures.

In each age class, densities of snags in the first state

of decay were smaller than those in the second because

snags in the latter were produced several years earlier

when snag production was greater (Fig. 5). The same

reasoning can be applied to the increased densitIs ob

served from the second to the third state of decay (Fig,

5). Densities of snags in the fourth state of decay were,

however, lower than those in the third because many of

the snags which would have been in the fourth had fallen,

Densities of snags in the fifth state of decay were

slightly greater than might be expected due to the

presence of remnant snags. Ninety percent of the remnant

snags sampled were in the fifth state of decay; such

snags were especially apparent in young forests (70

yrs,)(Fig. 4).

During the breeding pericd, the density of hoie

nesting birds increased with the age of the forest
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(Fig. 6). The density of hole-nesting birds in the 200-

year-old forest was significantly greater (P<0.05, LSD)

than densities in all other seral stages (Table 2).

There were no significant differences between densities

of hole-nesting birds in managed and natural forests of

approximately the same age.

BSD of hole-nesting birds during the breeding period

also increased with the age of the forest (Table 2) BSD

in the 200'-year-old forest was significantly greater

(P<0e05, LSD) than BSDs in all other areas excepL the

100-year-old natural Douglas-fir forest (Table 2), There

were no significant differences between BSDs in marged

and natural forests of approximately the same age

Most. primary hole-nesting birds that occur in the

Douglas-fir region were detected in the censuses (Table

2)e However, several species of secondary hole-nesting

birds that are known to breed in these forests were not

encounterer3; they were the screech owl (Otus asio), saw-

whet owl (Aellus acaicus , western bluebird io1ia

xicana), violet-green swallow (Traçpineta tha1asa),

starling (Sturnu.s vu1ris) (at low elevations), and

American kestrel (Falco spaiverius) (at low elevations)
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100d
Species

b
10 33T 3355-T 72 l_P0 100 200 Rip.

Chestnut-backed chickadee# 3 3 46 22 48 35

(La: n)
Red-breasted nuthatch 3 3 5 5 19 5

hairy woorecker 11 3 + 11 16 11 3

.LL11Q.1)
Pi eatedoodnoeker # ± + 3 3

(i:a 1tJ)
Red-breasted sarsucker # 3 3 + 5 5 22

(r'. c.ti)
Ccnmcn flieker j, 8 + 3 11.

(n hta rt)
Brown reaper 3 8 8 19 46 5

(un id)
Pyn OWl 3 3 3

(:i: itn)
hOUSe ureu +

(:2Tta LQi
Tree svaiiow +

2O11 kiio)

Totaldensityper40ha 22 * 6 * 9 27 73 , 73 146

Tctal mean density (x) 2.67 o-33 0.67 1.0" 3.33' 9.0" 9.0' 18.0 9.0"

Nnberofspeciescenswsed 3 1 2 3 3 S 7 6 *
Mean bird suedes diversity e8" 0.0" 0.0" 0.23' o.4' o.97 1.44 1.490,92'

The notes suecie seen or heard in the area, bt not oensused. Prirasry holc-nestin birds

are designated by # the remaining species (excluding the brown creeper) are secondary masters.

nones areas with mean densities or diiersit±es sigaifiaantly lower (t3D B< 0.05) than

the density 01 .versity in the 200-ear--oid area.

b1 a thinned area.

Denotes a partially-cut area.

dflenotes a riparian habitat.
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Bole-N sting, Birds-Wi ntej

With the exception of the chestnut-backed chickadee,

hole-nesting birds were more numerous in 100- and 200-

year-old forests than in younger seral stages during the

winter (Table 3). The density of hole-nesting birds in

the 200-year-old Douglas-fir forest was significantly

greater (P<O.05, LSD) than densities in all other areas

except the 100-year-old managed Douglas-fir forest

(Table 3).

Managed Douglas-fir forests had slightly greater

densities of hole-nesting birds than natural Doug1asfir

forests of approximately the same age (Table 3) rC dif

ference was significant (P<0.05, t 3024, 6 df,) he-

tween the 33-year-old thinn. and natural forests1 and

nearly significant (P<0,l0, t 2,149, 6 d,f,) between

the 100-year-old partially-cut and natural forests,

Densities of hole-nesting birds in both natural and man-

aged 100-year-old Douglasfir forests were significantly

greater (P<0.05, t 3.407 and 4.679, 6 d.f,) than the

density in the 100-year-old riparian habitat

BSD of hole-nesting birds during the winter increas-

ed as the forest matured (Table 3). BSD in the 20O-year



Table
.

Densjtjes of hole-neRting birds: per 40 hectares during the wintera.- -*--
Foreot age (yrs.)

100
Stecies 10 33-T 3 55-T 72

00pC
100 200 R4Pe

Chestnut-hacked chickadeed ± A A A A A A A A

Red--breasted nuthatch 10 10 6 20

Hairy wco.pecker 2 4 + 10 6 6

r--r'imeaed woodnecer - _!_ +

Red--breasted sapsucker 2 2 ± 4

Common flicker 2 2 +

Brovm creeper 24 10 24 2

Pypy owl + 2 2

Total density per 4Oha 6 6 0 14 44 24 54 6

Total mean density (x) 0.75 0.75w 0.0' 1.7 1.00' 5.5 3.0 6.5
Rumherofsieciescensused 2 0 3 1 3 4 5 2
Mean bird species diversity 00' 0.0w 0.0' 0.26" 0. 0.69 0.59 o.3 0.0'

aT + notes species seen or heard in the area, but not censused. The * notes areas with mean
densities or diversities siificantly lower (TD, P<eo,o5) than density or diversity in the
200-year-old area.

brenotes a thinned area.

CDt a artiaUy-cut area.

ccurate densities for the chestnut-backed chickadee could not be obtained. "A" etands for
abundant because large flocks of chestnut-backed cIückadees occurred in all areas except the
0 year old area.

°Derotes a riparian habitat.
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old forest was significantly greater (P<0.05, LSD) than

BSDs in all other areas except the 100-year-old managed

and natural Douglas-fir forests (Table 2). There were no

significant differences between BSDs of managed and

natural Douglas-fir forests of approximately the same

age0 However, the BSD5 in both natural and managed l00

year-old Douglas-fir forests were significantly greater

(P0,05, t = 2724 and 2.808, 6 d.f.) than the BSD in

the 100-year-old riparian habitat.

Densiv of Hole-Nesting Birds inRelatio;
to Characteristics of Snags

We investigated the relationships between the densi-

ty of hole-nesting birds during the breeding period and

various characteristics of snags by fitting regression

lines to the points obtained by Diotting breeding densi-

ty of ho1e-nesting birds against the following variabies

mean dbh of snags, mean height of snags, mean volume of

snags per hectare, and mean density of snags0 All

characteristic$ of snags were examined both with, and

without, remnant snags0 The density of ho1enesting birds

was most closol.y correlated (r 0.97) with the mean dhh

of snags (without remnant snaqs) (Fig. 7). The density
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Figure 7. Relation of dens.Ly of hole-nting bird3 during the breed ng
period to mean dbh of nas (excluding remnant snags), Douglas-
fir region, western Oregon.
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of hole-nesting birds versus the mean volume of snags

per hectare (without remnant snags) yielded the second

highest correlation coefficient Cr 0.89). Other

correlation coefficients were less than 0,57.

SngUsed as Nest Or Roost Sites

We were primarily interested in the utilization of

those snags whIch had been naturally produced in the

various age olasses of each forest category; consequently,

remnant snags were excluded in the following calculations.

The density of snags used as nest or roost sites,

though very low in all areas (0-1.2/ha), increased with

the age of the forest (Table 4). No cavities were found

in snags produced in Douglas-fir forests less than l0O

yearsoid; how&ver, in riparian habltats, cavities were

found in hardwood (red a1d' bigleaf maple) snags in

a1i three age classes (70, 100, 200± years)(Tabie 4).

The percent of snags used as nest or roost sites

also increased with the age of the forest, The increases

were significant (P<005, Table 4) in all forest

categoris0 There were aLso significant differences be

tween the proportiori of sriag used as nest or roost



Table 4. Density and proportion of snags (excluding remnant snags) iith cavities and evidence of woodpecker foraging
in the Douglas-fir region, western Oregon.

Snags with evidence
Snags with cavities of woodpecker foraging

Foreot Forest age Total snags Number per Percent of total Wan'oer per Percent of total
cateory class (yrs.) per hectari hectare snags per hectare valuesa hectare snags per hectare values

Natural oo.6 0.0 0.0 3.0 3
70 138,9 0.0 0.0 16.24, 3 d.f? 266.15, 3 d.f.100 41.3 0.7 1.8 33.9 02

200+ 15.4 0.8 5.4 12.2 79

35 12.2 0.0 0.0 * 0.9 7 *4
DougIasir 70 55.0 0.0 0.0 7.69, 2 d.f. 22.6 41 83.74, 2 d.f.ioe.s

100 15.6 1.2 7.7 13.9 89

'0 21 ' f' I 0
8Natural 1 4..' *4 ' *4

rivarian 100 7,0 0.3 3.8 14.22, 2 d.f. 4.9 70 42.38, 2 d.r.haate
200+ 5,4 0.6 11.5 3.0 70

Chi-square values and associated degrees of freedom are results of tests calculated to evaluate differences
between the proportions cf snags with cavities in all ago classes in each forest category. The same ana2ysis
was used to evaluate differences in the proportions of snags with woodpecker foraging sigt.

(A)
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sites in the three 100-year-old forest categories

(PO.05, = 7.12, 2 d.f.), and both 200+-year-old

forest categories (P005, 'X = 4e26, 1 d,f). In

general, forests with the lowest densities of snags had

the highest percentages utilized as nest or roo&t sites

(an exception was the 100-year-old riparian habitat).

These data indicate that Douglas-fir forests begin

producing snags suitable for hole-nesting birds between

70 and 100 years of age, while riparian habitats may

produce suitable hardwood snags before 70 years of ages

characteristics of Snaqs Used as Nest or Roost Sites

We did not determine whether the cavities found in

our sample of snags were being utilized. Consequently,

interpretation of data on the size and physical charac-

teristics of snags which had once been used as nest or

roost sites is limited for two reasons: a) because the

actual date of excavation is unknown, the snags

physical characteristics may have changed since the

cavity was created and b) these data are usually not

species specific Neverthe1ess the characteristics of

snags that had cavities present probably represent the
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general characteristics of a typical nest or roost snag,

The 44 snags (excluding remnant snags) which had been

used as nest or roost sites had a mean dbh of 80 cm with

a range of 25-163 cm The raa height of these snags was

22,3 m with a range of 4.6-73,2 m, Species of snags were

utilized in approximate proportion to their occurrance;

80 percent of the nest or roost snags were .Doug1afir,

9 percent were western hemlock, 9 percent werc red a1der

and 2 percent were grand-fir (Abies gpsj

A significant increase (P0.0l, 29,48k 2 ELf.)

in the proportion of snags used as nest or roost sites

was found from size class 1 to 3; no snags in size class

1 had been used, while 2.7 and 9.4 percent had hsen used

in size classes 2 and 3, respectively, A significant ii-

crease (Po.01, %2 = 15.27, 4 d0f) in the proportion

of snags used as nest or roost sites was also found from

the first state of decay (0.9 percent used) to the fifth

(9.8 percent used), All snags in forests having snags

with cavities were considered one population for the

above chi-square tests,
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Cavity opening diameters in snags ranged from 3 cm

to an oval-shaped 10 (horizontal) by 14 cm (vertical).

Many snags had more than one cavity present; often sever-

al different sizes also occurred (Fig. 8). Of the snags

that had
cavities4, the mean nurrer of cavities per snag

was 3.1 with a range of 1-24 and a mode of 1. These data

infer that once a snag becomes suitable for ho1e-ne.ting

birds, it ra&y remain so for many years with the potential

to be used by different
species0

Active Nests

Observations of hole-nesting birds provided inforna-

tion on active nests for six species of primary nesters

(Table 5). of 86 nests located, 81 (94 percent) were in

completely dead trees, only four nests of red-breasted

sapsuckers and one nest of a tree swallow were located

in dead branches of live red alder and bigleaf maple trees,

All nests of pileated woodpeckers, hairy woodpeckers

and red breasted nuthatches were 1ocated in 100- and 200+-

year-old Douglas fir forests; 71 percent were found in



Figure 8 A na which has probably been used
as a nest or roost sites for many
years



Table 5. Mean heights of nest cavities and characteristics of snags used as nest sites by six species of primary hole-nesting birds.

Bird species

Corson Pileated Hairy Red-breasted Red-breasted Chestnut-backed

flicker woodpeckera woodpecker sapsucker nuthatch chickadee

Humbar of nests 9 7 7 20 7 21

Mean and range of 56 (23-112) 78 (46-172) 92 (48-172) 93 (36-216) 118 (74-185) 110 (53-221)
neot, snag dbh (em)

Mean and rangeel 10.9 (3.1-24.1) 15.0 (7.0-24.1) 18.2 (7.9-41.8) 20.6 (6.1-43.3) 27.6 (7.056.4) 17.5 (1.844.c)
cavity height rn)

Fercentage of nests
found n each decay

Lie cay group 22 0 0 0 5 0 0

Decay group 32 11 14 0 5 0 0

Do cay group 52 22 0 0 0 0 0

Decay group 23 0 0 14 30 86 9

Decay group 33 33 0 86 25 14 43

Decay group 43 11 57 0 0 0 19

Decay group 53 22 29 0 35 0 29

FercenLace of nests U 14 0 10 13 24
found ii remnant snags

two active pileated nests were found. Data for the remaining five nests were oLtai from past cavitiec.
b
Mc nests were found in decay groups not listed



200+-ysar-old areas0 rjre common flicker appeared to

select open areas for nesting; 89 percent of the flicker

nests were on the edge of 100- and 200+-year--old forests

or in the open 10-year-old areas0 Only one flicker nest

was located in the interior of a 200+-year-old Douglas-

fir forest.. Censuses of birds during the breeding

period indicated that the red-breasted sapsucker was

most numerous in riparian habitats. Ten nests of this

species found in the three riparian age classes seemed

to confirm this interpretation. Other nests of sapsuckers

were in 100- and 200±-year-old Douglas-fir forests..

Chestnut-backed chickadees nested over the widest

spectrum of forest categories and age classes; 19 percent

of the chickadee nests were in remnant snags in 70-

year-old forests, with the remaining 81 percent in snags

in 100 and 200±-year-old areas, No active nests of any

hole-nesting birds were found in 35-year-old forests,

With the exception of the common flicker, the mean

dbh of snags used as nest sites was over 77 cm for all

species (Table 5). Mean heights of nests varied between

species and ranged fromi0,9-27,6 m (Table 5). Seventy

percent of the active nests were located in the upper
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third of the snagc Hairy woodpeckers seemed to select

snags in the second or third states of decay, while

pileated woodpeckers nested in snags with more ad-

vanced decay (Table 5). chestnut-backed chickadees

excavated holes only in the most decayed remnant snags

or in snags with bark covering very rotten sapwood.

Red-breasted sapsuckers and common flickers were the mczt

catholic in nest snag selection with respect to the state

of decay (Table 5).

The sample of active nests was small, but thert was

no evidence to suggest that all hole-nesting birds were

not using species of snags in approximate proportion to

their occurrance. Douglas-fir snags were most commonly

used by all species, while a few nests occurred in red

alder, western hemlock and grand-fir snags.

Only the chestnut-backed chickadee used remnant

snags as nest sites in Douglas-fir forests less than

100 years o1d HOWeVer with the exception of the hairy

woodpecker, all species of primary hole-nesting birds

were found nesting in remnant snags in 100- and 200+-

year-old forests (Table 5).

Nests of secondary hole-nesting birds were also
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located0 Three brown creeper nests were found in 100-

year-old Douglas-fir forests; one western bluebird nest

and three house wren nests were located in, or on the

edge of, 10-year-old areas; and one nest or roost of a

pygmy owl was located in a 200+-year-old Douglas-fir

forest. All of these nests were in snags, and with the

exception of the brown creeper nests, all were in vacated

woodpecker holes0

Ss With Evidence of Woodpecker Foraqj

The proportion of snags showing evidence of wood-

pecker foraging increased significantly (P<0.O1, Table

4) with the age of the forest in all categories, though

the incidence of woodpecker foraging sign leveled off

after 100 years (Table 4). There were no significant dif-

ferences in the proportions of snags with evidence of

woodpecker foraging between natural and managed forests

aged 35, 70 and 200+ years; there was, however, a

significant difference (P<0O1, X3 12.5. 2 d,f,)

between 100-year-old forests, of the 100-year-old areas,

the proportions of snags with signs of foraging in the

riparian habitat was lower than in eithe:r the natural or
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managed Douglas-fir forests (Table 4).

In contrast to the percent of snags with evidence

of woodpecker foraging, the number of snags per hectare

with signs of foraging was very low in 35-year-old

forests, reached a peak in 70-year-old forests, and then

decreased in the 100- and 200+-year-old areas (Table 4)

The high densities of snags with signs of foraging in the

70-year-old forests suggests that these areas may support

high densities of woodpeckers. Censuses of bircis rc-vealed

that this was not the case.

Characteristics of Snags With Evidence
pf Woodpecker Foraging

Evidence of woodpecker foraging occurred on snags

in all size classes7 however, the proportion of snags

utilized increased from size class 1 to 3 in nearly

every age class of all forest categories (Table 6). r.pne

increases were significant in all natural Douglas-fir

forests and riparian habitats (P<0.05, Table 6). Snags

in all states of decay also showed evidence of wood

pecker fo:caging however, the proportions of snags with

signs of foraging generally increased with advancing



Table 6. Density and proportion of snags (excluding remnant snags) with evidence of wood.-
pecker foraging by snag size class, Douglasfir region, western Oregon.

Snags showing evidence
of woodpecker foraging

Forest Age class Size class Snags per Number per Percent oi total x.2 bcategory 0±' forest of snags hectare
..-

hctare snags per hectare values

1 91.3 1.8 2
35 2 9,6 '7 8.20, 1 d.f.

3 0.0 0.0

1 74.9 17.2 23
70 2 60.8 38.9 64 21.49, 1 d.±'.

Natural 3 3 .3 3 .3 100
Douglas-fir

1 6.9 3.4 4°forests
100 2 27.4 23.6 86 37.78, 2 d.f.

3 7.0 7.0 100

1 1.7 0.5 32
200+ 2 4,5 3.2 7Q 64.24, 2 d.f.

3 9.2 8.6 93

-
Size classes of snags are based on dbh: 1 10-18 cm, 2 20-46cm, 3 48+ cm.

bchi_square values and associated degrees of freedom are results of tests calculated to
evaluate differences between the proportions o± snags with woodpecker foragiig si. in
the three size classes in each age class. Only size classes with 10 orrnore snags were
incluaed in the tests.



Table 6. Continued.

-p
Snags showing evidence
of woodpecker foraging

Forest Age class Size class Snags per Number per Percent of total
coryof forest of snags hectare hectare snags per ectare valueab

1 8.5 0.4 5

11 (did not test)

Managed 1

Deugias-uir 70 2

42.5

11.7
15.7

5.9
37 .74, 1 d.f.

forests 3 0.8 0.8 100

1 1.8 1.4 75
100 2 10.0 9.0 90 3(, 2 d.f.

3 3.7 3.6 96

aSize classes of snags are based on dbh: 1 10-18 cm, 2 20-46 cm, and 3 48+ cm.

Chi-square values and associated degrees of freedom are results of tests calculated to
evaluate differences between the proportions of snags with woodp cker foraging si in
the three size classes in each age class. Only size classes with 10 or more snags were
included in the tests.

U.



Table 6. Continued.
--

Snags showing evidence
of woodpecker foraging______

Forest Age class S±ze.classa Snags per Number per Percent of total
cat egory of forest of snags hectare hectare snags per hectare vaiuesb

1 11.0 1.3 12
70 2 10.9 49 45 41.57, 2 cLl.

3 2.4 2.2 93

Natural 1 0.9 0.3 *

riparian 100 2 4.4 3.2 73 6.71, 2 d.f.

habitats 3 1.7 1.4 77

1 0.3 0.06 20 *
200+ 2 1.4 0.7 50 9.18, 1 d.f.

3 3.8 3.. 81

Size classes of snags are based on dbh: 1 10-18 cm,2 20-46 cm, 3 48+ cm.

bChi_square values and associated degrees of freedom are results of tests calculated to

evaluate d1ferences between the proportions of snags with woodpecker foraging sing in

the three size classes in each ae class. Only size classes with 10 or more snags were
included in the tests.

A
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decay in forests 70 years of age and older (Table 7).

The increases were significant (P<0,05, Table 7) in the

100- and 200+-year--old natural Douglas-fir forests, arid

the 70- and 200+-yoar-old riparian habitats. These data

indicate that woodpeckers foraged on snags in all size

classes and states of decay, but used large snags with

advanced decay more heavily.

In many forest categories, Douglas-fir snags were

nearly the only species present and were, therefore, tUbs

only species of snag with evidence of woodpecker foraging

In other areas, where a greater variety of tree species

occurred, snag species were used in approximate propor-

tion to their occurrance. Only in 200+-year-olci

natural Douglas-fir forests and the 200±-year-old

riparian habitats was there evidence of species prefer-'

ence. In these oldest Douglas-fir and riparian habitats,

the proportion of Douglas-fir snags with evidence of

woodp3cker foraging was 87 and 84 percent, respectively,

while the proportions of hardwood snags and coriferous

snags with signs of foraging were 73 and 72, and 41 and

42 percent respective1y The differences in proportions

of Douglas-fir, hardwood and other coniferous snags



Table 7 . Density and proportion of snags (excluding rnnant snags) with evidence of wood-
pecker foraging sii by state of decay, Douglas-fir region, western Oregon.

Snags showing evidence
of woodpecker foragig

Forest Age class State Snags per Number per Percent of total 2
category of forest decay hectare hect are b

snags per hectai'e values

1 3.4 0.9 25
2 24,5 o7 3

35 3 72.7
o ldf4 0.0 0.0 - '

5 0.0 0.0 -

1 15.2 8.7 57
2 92.2 36.0 39

70 3 28.2 13.0 46 1.84, 2 d.f.
4 22 1.1 50

iatural 5 1.1 1.1 100
Douglas-fir
forests 1 3.9 1.9 48

2 6.5 4.6 71
100 3 20.4 17.7 87 22.91, 3 d.f.

4 9.1 8.2 90
5 1.5 1.5 100

1 1.0 0.6 56
2 1.9 1.1 59

200+ °° th

5 4.3 4.1 96

°tate of decay are described in Fig. 2

va:Lues and associated degrees of freedom are results of testscald1ated to
evaluate differences betwcen the proport.ions of. sn.ags with woodockéi forathg sign in
the five states of decay in each age class. Only otates of decoy with 10 ox' more snags
were included in the tests.



Table 7. Continued.

Snags showing evidence
of woodpecker foraging

Forest Age class State
0fa

Snags per Number per Percent of total
b

category o±' forest decay hectare hectare snags per hectare values

1 4.9 o. 17

2 3.7 0.0 0

35 3 3.7. 0.0 0 (did not te5t)

4 0.0 0.0
5 0.0 0.0

1 7.5 3.3 44
Managed 2 317 11.7 37
Douglas-fir 70 3 14.2 6.7 47 0.51, 1 d.f.

forests 4 1.7 0.9 50

5 0.0 0.0

1 0.9 0.7
2 1.0 1.0 100

100 3 8.6 7.7 $8 0.00, 1 d.f.

4 3.7 3.3 88

5 1.0 1.0 100

tesofdecaaredbediFig2
bChl_square values and assoclaLed aegrees of froedom are results of tests calculated to
evaluate differences between the pronortions of snags with woodpeckëi foraging sign in
the five states of decay in eah age c;lass. Only states of decay with 10 or more snags

were included in the tests.

Io



Table 7. Continued.

Snags showing evidence
of woodpecker foraging

- £ a
xorest Age class Stc..e of Snags per Number per Percent of total 4#

b
category of forest decay hectare hectare snags per hectare values

I 1.6 20

2 7,9 3.2 41 *

70 3 44 1.5 33 7.92, 3 d.f.
3.6 1.8 50

5 0.3 o.3 100

1 1.3 0.7 56

Natural 2 1
.

1 .0 59
riparian 100 3 2.3 1.7 73 4.65, 3 d.f.

habitats 4 1.2 1.0
5 0.5 0.4

1 0.1 0.05 50

2 1.3 0.7 56 *

200+ 3 22 1.4 63 11.31, 4 df.
4 0.6W 0.5

5 1.1 1.0 95

States of decay are described in Fig. 2.

bcii_qare values and associated degrees of freedom are results of tésts calculated, to
evaluate differences between the proportions of snags with woodpecker foraging si in
the. five states of decay in each age class. Only states of decay with 10 or more snags
wer irciuded in the tests. 0
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utilized were significant (P<0.0l, = 42.31 and l78,

2 d.f.) in both forest categories. Species of hardwood

snags present in these areas were red aider and bigleaf

maple; other coniferous species were western redcedar,

western hemlock, western yew (Taxus brevifoll) and

grand-fire

All remnant snags sampled in forests over 10 years

old had evidence of woodpecker foraging, Lear1y all

remnant snags were Douglas-fir snags over 48 cm in d.hh

and in the fifth state of decay.

Observations of Act iveFnçSngs

The cormon flicker, pileated woodpecker and hairy

woodpecker foraged on snags in a wide range of sizes

but selected large snags (48+ cm dbh) most. frequently

(Table 8). The mean dbh of snags used by all species was

over 60 cm; snag heights ranged from 5-70 in (Table 8),

Snags in .11 five states of decay were foraged on by

all three species of woodpeckers (Table 8).

Over 82 percent of the snags observed being used

by t.he pilea Led woodpecker, hairy woodpecker and common

flicker were in IOO- and 200+-vear-.old forests. Remnant



Table 8. Characteristics of soags foraged anon by three species of woodpec1ra.

N

Mean and range of
snag dbh (cm)

Mean and range of
snag height (m)

Snags utilized as fora rg
substrates in each decay
group (percent)

Decay group 11
Decay group 21

Decay group 31

Decay group 41
Decay group 12
Decay group 22

Decay group 32

Decay group 42

Decay group 52

Decay group 13

Decay group 23

Decay group 33

Decay group 13

Decay group 53

Percentage of N that
are remnant crate

Coasoon
f 1:1 c.ker

32

89 (28-203)

Pileated
we cr3 pecker

40

(29-i85)

Hairy
oodpeckcr

124

61 (13-173)

52

23.0 (5.2-64.0) 24.6 (5.2-65.8) 19.5 (4.6-,'3.2)

o a 2

0 0 3

3 0 4

0 0 1

3 0 5

o 7.5 0

16 5 27

3 0 3

o 5 3

19 10 6

13 23 13

25 25 13

9 2.5 3

9 25 9

13 15 4
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snags in 10-year--old areas constituted 16 percent of the

snags used by the common flicker, but only 1 and 5

percent of the snags used by the hairy and pileated

woodpeckers, respectively. The flicker and pileated

woodpecker rarely foraged on snags in the 35 and 70-

year-old forests; however, 17 percent of the snags used

by the hairy woodpecker were in these areas. The hairy

woodpecker was, therefore, probably the species responsi-

ble for the woodpecker foraging sign found on some of the

snags sampled in 35- and 70-year-old forests All three

species foraged on remnant snags in 100- and 200±-year-

old forests to a small extent (Table 8),

Other species which foraged on the surface of

snags were the brown creeper, red-breasted sapsucker and

red-breasted nuthatch, These species were observed

foraging on snags in all size classes and all states of

decay in forests over 70 years of age.
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DISCUESION

In general, ho1enesting birds fored on and nested

in large (60+ cm dbh, 1+ m tail) Pouglasfir snags with

some decay (states of decay 2-5) Snags of this size are

produced primarily in Douqiasir forests older than 70

years; consequently, use of si-iags by birds was concen-

trated in 100- and 200+year-old forests Snags pro-

duced in forests less than 70 years old uua11y did not.

attract hole-nesting birds However, some hardwood snags

in the 70year-o1d riparian habitat were used by red

breasted sapsuckers as nest sites, and bairy woodpeckers

occassionally foraged on snags in 35 aad 70-yearold

Doug1asfir forests.

Cavities founó in our sample of snags ind±cated

that primary ho1enesting birds usually selected snags

over 48 cm in dbh as nest and roost sites Active nests

of all species of liole-nesting irds (excluding the

Common flicker) were in snags that averaged over 77 cm

in dbh and over 17 m in hc-'ight This obvious selection
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for large snags as nest or roost sites has been observed

by other investigators (McLaren 1962, Gale 1973, Bull

1975, McCleliand and Frisseli. l975)

Woodpeckers usually excavate nest or roost holes in

wood with some degree of decay; rotted heartwood is

especially important (Lawrence 1967, Gale 1973, Bull

1975, Conner et al, 1975). Cavities in or sample of

snags and information collected on active nests indicated

that. snags beyond the first state of decay were most

often selected as nest sites. Snags in the first state

of decay were probably not soft enough for cavity

excavation, Characteristics (other than size) of a

typical nest snag were: a) bark cover less than i0C

percent; h) absence of fine branches nd in many cases

no branches; and c) broken tops4, Broken tops were perhaps

particularly irnporLant in providing an avenue for heart

rotting fungi (McClelland arid Fris sell 1975) oken and

decayed tops may have been ci-is reason why 70 percent of

the active nests located in the present study were in the

upper third of the snag; many were within I m of the top4,

Use of remnant snags as nest sites seemed to depsnd

on two fact ore: a) the snagt s decay condition; and b) the
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age class of forest where the snag was founds Though

nearly all remnant snags were in the fifth state of

decay, they varied considerably in decay condition; some

retained a hard outer casing for well over 100 years,

while others became soft and spongy Remnant snags soft.

enough for chestnut-backed chickadee excavations were

generally too far decayed to be used by woodpeckers as

nest or roost sites With the exception of the hairy

woodpecker, all species of primary hole-nesting birds

used remnant snags as nest sites in 100- and 200±-year-

old forestse We suspect that the hairy woodpecker also

used remnant snags in these areas and attribute the H

absence of such nests in our data to the small sample of

active nests0 Only the chestnut-backed chickadee nested

in remnant snags located under the canopy in 70-year-old

Douglas-fir forests, Perhaps these young (70 years),

dense stands did not afford other primary hole-nesting

birds (woodpeckers in partiu1ar) the degree of open-

ness they required0 In any case, remnant snags below the

canopy in 35- and 70-year-old forests were not frequently

used as nest sites Of the six species of primary hole-

nestii.g birds observed, only the comon flicker was found
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nesting in remnant snags in lOyear-old areas, Flickers

often select such open areas for nesting when suitable

snags are available (Conner et al, 1975).

Woodpeckers foraged on snags in a broad range of

sizes and decay conditions; however, evidence of wood-

pecker foraging indicated that large, decayed snags

(decay groups 33, 4.3, 53) were utilized most frequentiy

Similarly, Gale (1973: p. 16) found that woodpeckers

preferred to forage on soft or rotten snags over 38 cm

in dbh, Perhaps a greater percentage of large, decayed

snags were utilized because they harbored more insects,

and insect larvae, than did smaller, more sound snags,

flciine (1977) provided some evidence supporting this

speculation when he found more beetle larvae activity

in large snags and observed carpenter ants (cacJ

sp.) and termites (Termes sp,) only in large snags in

advanced states of decay0 Large snags also remain stand-

ing longer than small snags (Fig0 2) and consequently,

provide a rreater opportunity for woodpeckers to use

them.
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Observations of woodpeckers actively foraging on

snags supported the conclusion that large snags are used

most frequently; however, the data did not indicate a

preference for snags in advanced states of decays Most

of the observations of active foraging were gathered

dur-.. ng the spring and surruiier when insects were abundant

on the surface of all large snags0 Therefore, we were

not surprised to find snags in all states of deay. being

utilized. During the winter, however, when insects and

fruits are scarce, and other substrates (ground, downed

logs, stumps) may be covered with snow, woodpeckers, t1

pileated woodpecker in particular, may rely more heavily

on large, decayed snags as substrates for foraging

(Conner et al. 1975).

In most of our study sites, woodpeckers foraged on

sn.ags of various species in approximate proportion to

their occurrance, However, a preference for Douglasfir

snags was found in the 2OO+-yearold Douglas-fir forests

and the 200±-year-old riparian habitats a We believe that

the lower proportion of other species of snags utilized

was not a function of species, hut of size. Most of the

unused snags were produced from undertcry trees of small
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dbh (usually in size class l)

Other Uses of Snag sbyBirds

Our observations of hole-nesting birds revealed

that snags were used not only for foraging and nesting,

but also as drumming sites by woodpeckers and hawking

perches by the belted kingfisher ( 2er'1e
several species of flycatchers (pf spp, and

Nuttallornis oherholseri), and the red-tailed hawk

(pteo tam ensis. We feel, however, that because many

other substrates, besides snags, are used as perches and

drumming sites, these uses of snags are perhaps not as

critical as those emphasized in this paperG

of Hole- ±Bid$

The density and BSD of hole-nesting birds increased

as the forest matur& With remnant snags excluded, the

density of hole-nesting birds during the breeding period

was closely correlated with both mean dbh of snags and

mean volume of snags per hectare (r 0.97 and 0.89,

respectively). These relationships support the conclusion
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that the most valuable snags for birds are large snags

found in 100- and 200+-year-old
forests0 Haapanen (1965)

also found a general increase in the density of hole-

nesting birds through forest succession in F:!.riiand. He

too attributed the increase to the presence of large

snags in mature forests,

The presence of large snags scemcd to attract most

hole-nesting birds to 100- and 200+-year-old forests

year round0 The chestnut-backed chickadee, however, does

not roost during the winter, nor doe it forage on snags

Therefore, this species was attracted to old (l00

years) forests only during the breeding priod0

Haapanen (1965: p. 186) found 44 percent fewer

hole-nesting birds in managed versus unmanaged forests,

Conner et al. (1975), Jackman (1975), Bull (1975) and

McClelland and Frissell (1975) also suggested that.

timber management could be detrimental to woodpeckers

if dead and decayed trees were removed, in contrast to

these findings, we found no difference between the

breeding densities of hole-nesting birds in 1OC-year-

old partial1ycut and natural Doug1as-fir forests The

partially-cut forest did not, however, represent an
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intensively managed forest and consequently, not all

large snags were removed during the cut. Apparently,

densities of hole-nesting birds are not severely

affected by partial-cutting in 100-year-old forests

if large snags are left after the treatment Hoeer,

we suspect that had all large snags been removed, the

density of hole-nesting birds would have decreased

During the winter, greater densities of hole-

nesting birds were found in managed Douglas-fir

forests than in natural areas of appoximateiy the

axpe age. We believe that the accumulation of debris

following the thinning or partial-cuts attracted insect,
which in turn attracted hole-nesting birds,

The breeding density of hole-nesting birds in the

iO0year-old riparian habitat was the same as thit in

100-yearoid Douglas-fir forests; however, the composi

tion of species was different. Chestnut-backed chick

adees and red-breasted sapsuckers dominated the ripariari

habitat, while other hole-nesting birds were found at low

derisitiesQ During the winter, chestnut-backed chickadees

were excludcd from the density arid diversity calculations

and the sapsuckers either left the riparian habitat, or
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were very difficult to see dr hear. As a result, density

and BSD of hole-nesting birds during the winter in the

riparian habitat, were signiflcant.ly lower (see results)

than densities and I3SDs in Douglas-fir forests of corn-

parable agee The low density of woodpeckers in the 100-

year-old ripariari habitat may have been one reason why

a lower proportion of snags in this age class of ripar-

ian habitat had evidence of woodpecker foraqing,

Manaaernent_jaiicat ions and Re conrrendat ions

Currently, management of Douglas-fir forests in the

pacific Northwest for maximum timber production involvos

clearcuttir.g and periodic thinning There are also trends

toward harvest rotation periods of 70 years or less

(i3euter et a10 1976). Each of these practices reduces

or eliminates the potential of the forest to produc or

retain large (60+ cm dbh, 15+ rn tall) snags. Continuation

of intensive forest management practices with no regard

for management of snags will depletM our resource of

snags. The elimination of old (l00 years) forests and

large snags will drastically reduce populations o many

hole-nesting birds. Clearly a change in current tirier
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management must take place if snags, 'and the birds that

depend on them, are to be a functional element in managed

forests of the future,

Because secondary ho1enesting birds depend on

primary nesters for nest and roost holes (Haapanen 1965,

Jackman 1975), large snags used by the latter should be

given primary consideration in any management program

for snags. Large snags are also more practical for

management. becausethey remain standing longer than

small snags (Fig. 2). Still, even large snags eventually

decay and fall; therefore, management programs for snags

must not only retain snags which are present in forests

today, but also provide for the production of large

snags in forests of th futures.

Unfortunately, management of forests for maximum

timber production is not compatable with most schemes

for management of snags, Conflicts involving fire and

safety codes, timber harvest techniques, and most

impoz±aritly, economics, have yet. to be resolved. Hower,

goals toward which snagmanagernent may be directed are:

a) retain as much unmanaged forest land over 100 years

of age as possible (even if only in small patches);
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b) when older forests are harvested, leave as many large

(60+ cm dbh, 15+ m tail) snags. as possible (such snags

could be left in draws and drainages to reduce fire

hazard); c) do not remove large snags in thinning cuts;

d) emphasize long harvest rotations (l0O years) so that

large snags can be naturally produced; e) create snags

from a few of the largest, but perhaps defective,

living trees in areas where management does not permit

natural production of large snags; and f) retain all

snags in riparian buffer strips,

Hagar (1960) provided some indirect evidence

indicating that retention of snags in harvested areas

could increase the density of hole-nesting birds. Hagar

found that densities of several species of hole-nesting

birds, such as the hairy woodpckor, corrnton flick2r

and acorn woodpecker (Melaners formicivorus), were

greater in cut-over areas than in mature timber, The

woodpeckers on Hagar's study sites were using dead and

decayed trees left after clearcutting, Areas harvested

by clearcutting today can not support high densities of

any hole-nesting birds because few, if any, larqe snags

are ieft standing. Hagar 's study may demonstrate what
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is possible in terms of management of non-game birds with

sound management programs for snags.

We did not broach the subject of how many snags pe

hectare to retain. Guidelines have been developed at

the U.,S. Forest Service1s Range and Wildlife Habitat

Laboratory, LaGrand, Oregon, to determine t.he number

of snags per hectare needed to maintain desired levels

of hole-nesting bird populations (J, W. Thomas, personal

communication). These guidelines were developed for the

Blue Mountains in northeastern Oregon; howver, similar

guidelines could be developed on a regional basis
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APPENDIX: BIRD POPULAS ONS TN REIXt'I. O TO FOREST
SUCCESSION, DOUGLASFIR REGION, WESTERN OREGON

ABSTRACT

Censuses of birds were conducted in Douglasfir

forests of western Oregon in the winter of l97576 and

the spring of 1976, Forest categories and age classes

investigated were natural Douglas-fir forests aged :3,

72, 100 and 200 years; managed Douglas-fir forests aged

10, 33, 55 and 100 years; and a riparian habitat aged

100 years0 Composition of species and relative abundaice

were examined in the winter, while composiicn of species,

density of bird populations, and bird species diversity

(BSD) were examined in the breeding period. Species of

birds were separated into life forms based on nesting

behavior

Total density of birds in natural Doug1asfir

forests during the breeding period varied little through

100 years of age, and then increased slightly in the 20O

year-old forest0 The avifauna in the 33- and 72-year-old

areas was dominated, by tree-nesting birds, while the

avifauna in older natural Douglas-fir forests was

dominated by tree- and hole-nesting birds BSDs in the
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33- and 72-.year-old natural Douglas-fir forests were

significantly smaller (PO.O5) than the BSD in the 200-

year-old forest due to the absence of certain tree- and

most hole-nesting birds.

Total density of birds in the l0-yearold managed

area was nearly equal to that in natural Douglas-fir

forests however, composition of species was different,

Ground- and bush-nesting birds dominated the avifauna in

the 10-year-old area while tree- and hole-nesting birds

were scarce. The openness and understory brush in the 55-

and 100-year-old managed forests also seemed to attract

ground- and bush-nesting birds. As a result, total

densities of birds in the two oldest managed forests

were significantly greater (p0.05) than total densities

in natural forests of approximately the same ages The

33-year-old managed area lacked understory vegetation

and consequently, was utilized heavily only by conifer-

ous-tree-nesting birds, Silvicultural practices had

various effects on different life forms; however, no

significant differences were found between BSDs of

natural and managed forests of comparable age0

The riparian area was a comparatively rich habitat
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for most life forms. The ESD in the stream-side habitat

was the highest of all areas examined0

Relative abundance and species richness In the

winter generally reflected the trends observed in density

and BSD during the breeding period.
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INTRODUCTI ON

Relationships. between avifaunal communities and

forest succession have been examined in several studies

(Adams 1908, Odum 1950, Johnston and Odum 1956, Hagar

1960, Martin 1960, Haapanen 1965, Karr 1968, Shugart and

James 1973, Conner and Adkisson 1975). In these studies,

the changes in bird communities which paralleled forest

succession were discussed in terms of composition of

species, densities of bird populations, and in the more

recent studies, species diversity. Specific associations

of species utilized each seral stage, and in general,

total density of birds, total number of species and thts

bird species diversity increased wfth the age of the

forest, Awareness of the need to manage forest lands for

non-game wildlife has created a demand for information

of these sorts. The need is particularly great in regions

such as the Pacific Northwest where silvicultural

practices are rapidly and significantly altering the

structure and age of natural forests.

Strangely, in view of the above, relationships be-

twen avifaunal communities and forest succession have

not been thoroug:rily investigated in the Doug1as-fir
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(Pseudotsua rnenziesii) region of western Oregon. In the

last 30 years, the forests of this area have been sub-

jected to heavy timber harvests and increasingly intense

regimes of forest management, Silvicultural practices

have been applied in western oregon because Dougias-fir

is the Nation's most important softwood timber species

In 1970, Douglas-fir trees harvested in western Oregon

and western Washington made up 16 percent of the Nation's

softwood sawtimher inventory (u0S, Forest Service 1973)

Because little quantitative information is available on

the avifauna in Douglas--fir forests, ljttie is known

about how alterations in the structure and age of the

forest effect resident communities of birds,

This paper deals with the composition of species,

densities of bird populations, and bird species diversity

in Douglas-fir forests of various age and management

history0 objectives were to: a) compare the avifauna be-

tweeri seral stages of Douglas-fir forest succession, b)

compare the avifauna between silviculturaily treated and

natural Douglas-fir forests, and c) compare the avifauna

between Douglas-fir forests and a riparian habitat0
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srruy AREA

The study was conducted on the Siuslaw National

Forest in the Coast Range of western Oregon, Most of the

forest is in the western hemlock (Tsu erohy1la)

vegetation zone (Franklin and Dyrness .1973), The climate

of the Coast Range is wet and mild, Average annual pre

cipitation ranges from 150 to 300 cm and occurs primarily

during the winter months in the form of rain with some

snow at high elevations. January and July mean tempera

tures are 2.4 and 16,6 C, respectively.

The following summarizes the general pattern of

forest succession in the estern hemlock zone (Franklin

and Dyrnes 1973), Clearcutting and the subsequent burn-

ing of slash usually remove most vegetation from a har

vested area, However, within a year after clearcuttirig,

herbaceous species invade and become dominant, Pfter 5

or 6 years the herhaceous, or weed stage is replaced

by a shrub dominated community Within 20 years, Douglas

fir saplings supersede. the shrub community to produce a

dense, even-aqed stand of young timber that shades out:.

itost understory vegetation, The dense, pole stage main-

tame itself until natural mortality begins tO reduce
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the density of trees at approximately 100 years, At this

time, species of shrubs regain prominance in the under-

story and trees such as western hemlock invade most up

land areas, while western redcedar .pta), red

aldor rubra) and bigleafrnaple (Acer rgl)
commonly invade drainages and other wet sites. If left

undisturbed for 400-600 years, the climax tree species,

western hemlock, usually becomes dominant. Historically:

wildfires and strong winds, and currently, timber har-

vests truncate forest succession before the climax stage

is reached, Consequently, a subclimax sere of Douglas-fir

usually dominates the forest vegetation.

Relative densities of birds were determined in three

forest categories: natural riparian habitats, and natural

and managed Douglas-fir forests, In the Douglas"fir

forest category, densities of birds were determined in

natural forests aged 33, 72, 100 and 200 years: and

managed forests aged 10, 33, 55 and 100 years. Of the

managed forests: the 33- and 55-year-old stands had been

thinned; the l00-year-old forest had been partially-cut;

and the 10-year-old area had been planted to Douglas-fir.

In the riparian forest category, where hardwoods predom-
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mated and the most common tree species were bigleaf

maple and red alder, a 100-year-old area was sampled.

All areas censused, except the riparian habitat,

were on hillsides with southern exposures; the riparian

habitat was essentially flat. Elevation extremes in the

census areas were 152 m (riparian habitat) and 915 m

(10-year-old area) Approximately 6 ha were needed to

employ the census method used in this study; consequently,

all areas, except the 55-year-old thinned stand (dis-

cussed below), were this size or larger. 1)ominarit veg-

etation in the herb, shrub, lower-tree and uppertIee

layers was described in each of the areas censused (Fig.

i)(Cline 1977).

Several areas had unusual characteristics important

to avifaunal habitat
selection0 A path used for main-

tenance of a water main followed the stream in the ripar

ian habitat and created openings with brush and bare or

grass-covered ground. Similarly, an abandoned logging

road passed through a portion of the 33-year-old natural

area leaving patches of open low
brush0 The 55-year-old

thinned forest was small, onJy 1.2 ha, and was bordered

on the east by a cutover area, on the west by a grassy
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meadow, and on the north and south by stands of red

alder. The area's small size and proximity to several

different vegetation types created a considerable amount

of "edge" habitat which influenced the bixd community

during the breeding
period0

Current silvicultural practices dictate thinning

young forests to improve the growth rate of the trees

that remain. Thinning cuts prematurely open up the for

est and initially result in the destruction o much of

the existing understory vegetation. However, the resuit

ing openness allows light to reach the forest floor

which stimulates a regrowth of herbs, shrubs and under

story trees. The thinning operation in the 33-year-old

managed area had just been completed when this study be

gan (February 1975); consequently, the area had almost

no understory vegetation
(Fig0 1). Other managed areas

were thinned or partially-cut before 1970 and had ample

time for understory regrowth, Thinned and partia1lycut

forests examined in this study can not be considered

examples of :Lntensively managed forests0



METHODS

A point census method was used to detexine relative

densities of birds (Anderson 1970). Permanent transects,

consisting of 17 points at 61 m interva1s were establish-

ed in each area0 All points were at least 30.5 m from

the boundary of the vegetation type. We walked the tran

sects stopping at each of the 17 points After stopping,

we waited 2 minutes to allow birds to resume normal

activity, and then, for a period of 5 minutes recorded

all individuals heard or seen within a 305 m radius. Ws

noted whether each bird was initially detected by sight

or sound0 Because the 55year-old thinned forest. was

only l2 ha, only three census points could he estabiish-

ed0 These three points were censused repeatedly until 17

point censuses were accurnu1ated Birds were censused

during two time periods: a) winter, November 1975

February 1976, and h) breeding period, 16 May - 30 June,

1976 A census was conducted on each area four times

during the winter and three times during the breeding

period0 We began the censuses 30 minutes after sunrise

and continued until all 17 points were completed (about

3 hrs) Censuses were not conducted when rain, wind or



fog appeared to reduce the activity ofbirdse

Species of birds were partitioned into life forms

based on nesting behavior (Tables 1, 2). Records and

descriptions of nests given in Bent (1932, 1942, 1946,

1948, 1958, 1968) and Larrison and Sonnenberg (1968)

aided in ciassification. We selected this rat.her gross

method for classification because it reduced the number

of groupings of birds to a workable size (6), and gave

some insight as to why certain areas were utilized

heavily by a particular nesting group, while other areas

were not0 Scientific names for all birds encountered

are included in Table 2.

ilsis-j.naeri od

The circular census plots (30.5 in radius) centered

around the 17 points totaled 497 ha. Based on three

repetitions of each transect, we calculated the mean

density of thdividuals per species per 4.97 ha. These

means were expanded to birds per 40 ha (Table 2). Before

the mean densities of all species were expanded, they

were added to give a total mean density of birds () for

each area (Table 2), Total mean densities were transform-
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ed jn x + i3j to normalize the data and create a homo-

genous variance structure for statistical analysis. We

used two way analysis of variance and the least squares

difference (LSD) test to evaluate differences between

mean densities (Snedecor and Cochran 1967). The mean of

the 200-year-old forest was used as a standard in the LSD

test0 Student's "t tests were used to evaluate dif

ferences between means in managed and natural forests of

approximately the same age,

To conform to the standard expression of density,

results in this study are expressed as birds per 40 hec

tares. However, all references made to significant dif-

ferences in total density of birds between areas are

based on statistical tests conducted on the mean density

of birds per 4.97 ha,

An Index to bird species d.iversity (BSD) was cal-

culated for each transect repetition in the breeding

period using ShannoxYs function, H p l°ge Pj

where is the proportion of the uithu species in a

community composed of "s" species (Shannon and Weaver

1949), Wniie Shannon's function ha5 been widely used to

index BSD (MacArthur and MacAithur 1961, Karr 1968,
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Anderson 1970, Shugart and James 1973, Conner and

Adkisson 1975), the formula has been criticized as

having little biological meaning (Hurlbert 1971)3 We

used Shannon's function to facilitate, comparisons with

similar research, The statistical analysis used to test

differences between mean densities of birds was used to

evaluate differences between mean BSDs. These data were

not transformed, however, because diversity indices

calculated using Shannon's function are asymptotically

normal in distribution when natural logarithms are usad

(Hutcheson 1969)

BSDs (Fig. 9) are means of the indices calculated

for each of the three transect repetitions on cne areas

These means can not be derived from the expanded densities

in Table 2.

To compere density of birds and BSD between areas.

the assump-J.on must be made that birds are equally de-

tectable in all areas. During the breeding period, a

measure of "bird visibility" was taken to test this
assumption We found that even though the study areas

varied considerably in openness, bird visibility varied

little between areas and was, in general, very restricted0
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The percentage of birds detcted visually varied beteen

all areas from I to 13 percent; the remaining individuals

were first detected by hearing, The high percentage of

birds detected by hearing justified comparing relative

bird densities and BSJ) between areas with different

degrees of openness,

Total densities of birds during the winter were

greatly influenced by the densities of flocking species.

Flocking birds foraged in nearly all eral st3ges, but

were not always observed within the census plots, The

occurrance of one large flock in a census expanded the

density of a species many fold and caused large fluct-

uations in total density between areasG The number of

censuses taken during the winter was not great enough

to adequately sample bird populations distributed in

large nomadic groups. There fo we did not compare

individual species densities or total densities of birds

between areas, Winter censuses were used instead to

develope relative abundance classes, Birds detected in

winter were placed into one of three classes: a) uncommon,



if a species occurred in only one of four censuses;

b) common, if a species occurred in two to four censuses

and was encountered five or less times in each census;

and c) abundant, if a species occurred in twoto four

censuses and was encountered more than five times in any

one census (Table 1),
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RE SULTS

Winter-Natural D9gas fir Forests

In natural Douglas-fir forests in the winter, the

number of species encountered increased with the age of

the forest from 6 in the 33-year--aid area, to 13 in the

100- and 200-year-old areas (Table 1). The comparatively

low number of species in the 33-year-o-ld forest was due to

an absence of tree-nesting (no preference) birds and a near

absence of hole-nesting birds, Only the winter wren,

chestnut-backed chickadee and golden-crowned and ruby-

crowned kinglets were abundant in the area.

The composition of species of ground-, bush- and all

tree-nesting birds was similar in the three older natural

Douglas-fir forests (Table 1). Few ground- or bush-nesting

birds were detected in these areas, while tree-nesting

hird such as the pine siskin, gray jay, red crossbiil,

varied thrush and golden-crc.wned. and ruby-crowned king-

lets constituted almost. half the total number of species

encountered0 Hal-c-nesting birds increased in species

number and abundance as the forest matured (Table l)



Table 1. Reaaivc abundancea of species of birds in the winter, Douglas-fir region, western Oregon.

ForestsJ
Nesting group Species 10

33b
55 72 100-P° 100 200 100.Rd

Groid-r.esing Winter wren A A A A A A A A A
birds Bewick1s wren C

Fox sparrow U U C U
Dark-eyed junce C U C

RUfOUC-SIdOd towhee C
Blue grouse U
Dipper C

Bush-nesting Cocvnon bushtit U
birds Song sparrow C

Tree-nesting Varied thrush U U C U C U C +
birds Rolin U U U
(no rreference) Ivening grosbeak U

Colimon raven U + C + 13

Common crow U + +
Red-tailed hawk U

ielative abundance classes are: rnconuon (U), if a species occurred m only one of four censuses; oonson (C),
if a species occurred in two to four censuses and was encountered e five times in any one census; abundant (A),if a species occurred in two to four censuses and was encountered over five tines in any one census; and + if
a soecies was seen or heard in the area but not censuced.

bDt a thinned area.

CDt a Datially-cut area,

donotes a riparian habitat



Table 1. Continued

Forest age

Nesting group Species 10 33_Tb 33 55-T 72
100_pC

100 200 ioo

Coniferous-tree- Golden-cromed kinglete
A A A A A A A A

nesting birds Ruby-crowned ki.nglot
Pine siskin A U U A C A U A C

Red crossbill A C + C A ± C U

Grayjay U U C + U C U

Stefler's jay U C

Hutton's vreo U 13 + U U U

Hole-nesting Chestnut-backed chickadee + A A A A A A A A

birds Red-breasted nuthatch C C C A A

Hairy woodpecker U C C C C

Pileated woodrecker U + + + U +
Red-breasted sapsucker U U + U

Common flicker U U f +

Brown creeper U C C C U

Pygmy owl ± u u

Total number of species censused 14 2 6 11 9 4 13 13 15

Reiative abundance classes are: uncommon (u) if a species occurred in only one of four censuses; coTrmon (C),
if a species occurfed in two to four censuses and, was encountered eP five times in any one census; abundant (It),

31 a steries occurred in two to four censuses and was encountered over five times in any one census; and + if

a species was seen or heard in inc area but not censused.

bnt a thinned area.

cRenotec a partially-cut areaS

ienotes a riparian habitat.

eGo1deil.croed and riby-crowned kinglets were placed together under one abundance rating because it was difficult
to obtain counts of eanh peoies within a aiixed flock. 0)



Winter -_Nanaged Douglas-fir Forests

Species of birds found utilizing the 10-year-old area

were primarily ground- and hole-nesting birds (Table 1).

Common or abundant species were the winter wren, Pewicks

wren and dark-eyed junco. Species of hole-nesting birds

such as the hairy woodpecker, pileated woodpecker and

common flicker were uncommon, but were encountered in the

cut-over area as they foraged for insects in the numerous

stumps and logs, Coniferous-tree-nesting birds listed

(Table 1) were detected as they flew overhead and were not

observed utilizing the areaG

The 33- and 55-year--old thinned Doug1asfir fcrest

were utiiied by more species than were natural forests of

approximately the same age. A greater number of tree- and

hole-nesting species in the managed areas accounted for

the differences (Table 1),

With the exception of ground-nesting birds, the coim-

position of species in all nesting groups was similar ir

the 100-year-old partially-cut and natural Douglas-fir

forests. Ground-nesting species encountered in the man-

aged area were the winter wren, fox sparow, dark-eyed

junco and blue grouse; only the winter wren was found in
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the natural forest (Table I).

j-Nara3RiarianHbitat

Fifteen species were encountered in the lOOyear-old

riparian habitat (Table l) The composition of species of

coniferous-tree- and hole-nesting birds in this area was

similar to that found in lOOyear-old Douglas-f!r forests;

however, the composition of species of ground-, bush- and

tree-nesting (no preference) birds was different (Table l),

Species of the latter nesting groups unique to the rip-

arian habitat during the winter were the dipper, rufous-

sided towhee, common bushtit, song sparrow and evening

g:cosheak (Table i)

Breedin2 Period-Relative Bird Densi -
Natural_DoufirForosts

Total density of breeding birds in natural Douglas-fir

forests varied little from 33 through 100 years of age, and

then increased slightly in the 200-year-old forest (Fig. 2).

There were no significant differences between the total

density of birds in the 200-year-old area and densities in

younger, natural Douglas-fir forests (Table 2) Densities
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Table 2. Densities o birds per !0 hectares during the breeding period, Douglas-fir regon, wsterri 0regon-

Forest age (yrs.)
-

m - d
etin grown upecles 10 33-i. 33 5- r i.O-I 100 W0 lOO-R

Grouid--nesng Bewicks wren (tinten .c2i.L) 38
birds Winter wren (I e-dje inJ.udcda) 8 65 59 46 67 40 70 70 27

Dark-eyed jun00 (lnn uo1l) 27 24 27 73 22 56 11 11 27
Wait c-crowned uparrc-J (uoininLH 59 3 56

Rufouc-sided towhee (ji 32 13 16

Fox sparrow (p-n w) 3
Townoends solitaire si) 8
Blue grouse u) 3 11 3
Buff ed grouse (Pur.o. lia.Uiit) 3 13

Mountain cuall (:ri ain) 3
Turkey vulouro (2 inzina a) 3 ± 3 3 3 +
Dipper (2c2ua wa) 13

Belted kingfisher ('l 5

Vloletgreen swallow (jjn j) +

Bush-nestIng }lermit thrush (Eh gutin) 3 8 35 38 11 30 5 16 35
birds 3wainsons thrush (LIoin1 ti) 11 5 11 13 22 22 3 30

Wiisons worbber (li liuia) 16 11 48 83 30 78 56 40 914

Orange-crowned warbler (1 liura 40 11 11

MacGillivuap's warbler (2in 59 13 16

Black-throated gray warbler (2sn o n) 5 5 3 3
Rufous hunssirtghird ($aphrna n) 54 3 13 11 3 5

Sonu sparrow (Utoa1za Liin) 5 13 8 16

Co:naon bushtt (l rus lirl) 13 5 3

Wentit (Ciina.n lia) 5 3
Traill's flycatcher (&r1n :trjij2.LLj) 56 3

Tree-neetng Evening giosbeak (1nasliinnt iLii) 19 51 62 62 67 46 51 56 102

h irns Black-headed gucoheak (j nolt) 3 2. 30 11 5 13 5 13

(no preference) Robin (TiAr4in niia) 8 11 5 8 5 5 5 5 11
Varied thrush ( ura.a -rjj) 3 3 5 8 16 22
Western wood pewee (2lin iaiJ) 3 3 3
Purple finch (2.radwo.n 5

Conmon raven (2raa ct) 3 5

Common crow ( zi_) 5 3
Red-tailed hawk (inli alie) 3

dThe + indicates species seen or heerd in the area, but not ceassoed,
°Denotes e thinned area.
CDenotes a partially-cut. arca.
0Denoteo a riparian nebitet.



Table 2. Continueda, --.
Forest age (yrs.)

Nesting group Species 10 33_Tb 33 55-T 72 100_pC
100 200

Deciduous- tree- Warbling virec iLaea) 5 19 5 3 5 3nestine birds Cedar waxwing (Jicil anr) 13

Coniferous- Golden-crowned ingiet frr) 51. 100 51 65 30 30 35 22tree-resting en i 1

5birds Sueller1s ry (Ncjt. jij) 5 27 13 35 3 19 30 8 8Gray jay (Eeraiu. .axeiiaia) 5 11 8 + + 11 5Hermit warbler (jralr1 ardta2ia) 75 67 97 75 91 35 89 46Western ianager (Diu iac) 3 5 8 13 40 19 13 8u c' fJy-at-r c 62 32 30 35 5 16 38 65Hairrond a flycatcher icann)e
13 + 51 81 46 62 51Dusky flycatcher (Dp i31a

01i--idet flycatcher (DuJj DsJ_i.) 5Pine siskin (j i.m.a) 35 3 3 32 27ked crosabill (Leia cnrrtea) 19Band-taiie pigeon ( 1rLio ianlai) 3 8 3 3 3Huttoni. virco xij-) 11 16 5

Hole-ncs1ig Ch.eotriut-backeo chackadee (,ra ruanccr) 3 3 16 46 22 48 35birds Dec-breasted nuthatch (aitta iala) 3 3 5 5 19 5Haicy 'foc;drcckcr (Drt ncyaa si2cuu) 11 3 11 16 11 5F-breasted sapsucker ( fr m. an) 3 1- 5 5 01Dileated oodp.eckor zyiapsa flecia) ± 3 3Cornon f Ii cker (' inytan sbua) 8 + 3 IIDrown creeper 3 8 8 i 4 5Pygay owl (1ai gabIa) 3 3 :3House wren auicn) ±
Tree swallow (12Ll'LpQLia biala) +

Total bird density per 40 hectace 548 433 561 766 55? 718 529 667 706Total mean density of birds (X) 68 53.6T 69.67 94.67k 69.33 89.33 65 82 87.33Number of species censused 30 1.8 25 27 22 30 28 31. 35
'2he + indicates species seen or heara in the area but not censused,

cDeriot.es a thinned area.
°Dnctes a partia11-cut area,
denotes a riparian habitat.

of Hammond 'a and dusky i'lycatohers wers expressed an one density because it was difficult separate the two species.
1The motes areas with significantly lower (Po.o5) mean bird densities than the 200-year-old area. The notes managed areas withsignificantly ,reater (?.go.o5) mean densities than natural areas ef approxinately the same age.
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of nearly all nesting groups were approximately equal in

all ages of natural Doug1as-fir forests (Figs. 3, 5, 6,

7). Exceptions were the bush- and hole-nesting birds0 Bush-

nesting birds were much more numerous in the 33-year-old

area than they were in older natural forests (Fig. 4), and

the density of hole.-nesting birds increased steadii.y as

the forest matured (Fig. 8). Densities of certain tree-

nesting birds also increased in the older forests; they

were the western wood pewee, varied thrush and common raven

(iable 2).

BrjPeriod-_ReiaeDirdDensa
Manaqed Doulasfir Forests

Total density of birds in managed areas fluctuated

greatly (Fig. 2) Total density in the lO-year-oJ.d area

wa nearly equal to that in older natural forests. :however

unlike older natural forests the cutover area did not

surport large densities of tree- or hole-nesting birds

(Figs. 5-8), hut attractad many ground- and bush-nesting

birds (Figs 3, 4).
The 33-year-old thinned forest had a significantly

lower (P<O.05, LSD) total density ofbirds than did the
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200-year--old natural area (Table 2)e The near absence of

hole-nesting birds in the young, managed forest accounted

for the difference (Fig. 8). Total density of birds in the

33.-year--old thinned area was also lower (but not signifi-

cantly) than the density found in the 33.-year-old natural

forest (Fig. 2). The difference was due to a much lower

density of bush-nesting birds in the thinned forest (Fiq.

4).

Total densities of birds in the 55- and 100.-year-old

marage Douglas-fir forests were not significantly dif-

ferent. from the total density in the 200-year-old area,

but were significantly greater (P<0,05, t = 3.541 and

2.784, respectively, 4 d.f,) than total densities in

natural Douglas-fir forests of approximately the same age0

Large densities of ground- and bush-nesting birds in the

managed areas accounted for the differences (Figs. 3, 4).

Breediniod-Re1ativeBirdDensj.-
atura1perinabt

Total density of birds in the riparian habitat was

not significantly different from the total density in the

200-year-old natural Douglas-fir forest. However



concentrations of ground-, bush- and tree-nesting (no

preference) birds increased the total density in the

stream-side habitat above the density found in the

100-year-old natural Douglas-fir forest (Figs. 2, 3, 4,

7); the difference was nearly significant (P0,.i0, t

2.55, 4 d.f.). Species of birds which were concentrated

in the riparian habitat were the dipper, belted king-

fisher, evening grosbeak, ruffed grouse and red-breasted

sapsucker.

Bird Species_jersitvJD)j

Mean BSD was relatively great in the l0-yearold area,

decreased in the early to mid-seral stages, and then

generally increased in the older forests (Fig, 9). The

33- and 72-year-old natural forests, and the 33-year-old

managed forest had significantly lower (PZ005, LSD) mean

BSDs than did the 200-year-old area (Fig. 9). There were no

significant differences between the mean BSDs in natural

and managed forests of approximately the same age (Fig. 9).

The mean BSD in the riparian habitat was the highest

of all areas (FigQ 9), but was not significint1y different

from the mean BSDs in 100- or 200-year-oid. Oouglas-fir
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DISCUSSION

Relative.BirdDensi ty-Natural e

Bird communities reflect the habitat in which they

occur, In the breeding period, simply by listening to bird

song we could distinguish between cutover areas young

forests, mature forests and occassionally even between

maneged and natural areas. Relatively great dea.sities of

certain nesting groups in an area reflected the presence

of substrates needed for foraging or nesting By examin-

ing various habitat components of Doug1asfir forests,

we attempt to explain why particular nesting groups

utilized certain areas more heavily than others.

Coapsratively low densities of breeding birds are

usually_found in the dense, pole stages of forest succes-

ion (Johnston and Odum 1956, Martin 1960, Haapanen 1965,

Shuqart and James 1973, Conner and Adkisson l975) In

these forests, the upper-tree canopy is the only_veg-

etaton layer present. because understory vege ttion is

usually shaded out, Iw densities of breeding birds found

in forests with this structure have qeneraily been

attributed to the lack of variety in substrates available
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for nesting. In the present study, the 33-year'old natural

Douglas-fir forest represented the dense, pole stage of

coniferous forest succession, but did net show the

characteristically low density of breeding birds. The

abandoned logging road: which pissed through the area,

provided a habitat of open, low brush not generally found

in young, natural Douglas-fir forests. This type of hbiat

attracted relatively great numbers of hush-nesting birds

which offset the decrease in density we feel would have

ordinarily occurred in this seral stage. Few bush-neetiug

birds ware found in the underbrush of older, natural

)ciugiasfir forests. This suggests that most bush-nestin

scc.Los select brush in more open areas for nesting4

Excep:iors were the h.erruit thrush, Swairsons thrush rand

Wilsons warh:!.er. These species were found in the under

hruh in forests of nearly all ages. No bushnesting

species were encountered in Douglas-fir forests during

Lhe wintcr because most species of this nest.ing group

migrate dur:ng the fall0

Eight species of coniferous-tree--nesting birds were

eicountered in nearly all ages of natural Douglas-fir

forests, The canopies of Douglas-fir trees in these areas
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were utilized by conife:ous-tree-nesters as substrates

for foraging in the winter, and substrates for foraging

and nesting in the breeding period. The dotiriance of

Douglas-fir trees in natural forests was also reflected

by the near absence of deciduous-tree-nes'ing
birds0 The

warbling vireo was the only deciduous-tree-nester found

in natural Douglas-fir forests and this species was

always associated with clumps of red alders

A distinct preference for older forests was exhibited.

by hole--nesting birds in both the winter and ireeding

period0 ost large snags (standing dead trees) required

by many of these species for roasting and nesting are

pcoduced in forests over 100 years of age (dine l977)

The relatively high density of ho1enesting birds en-

countered in 100- and 200-year-old forests was probably

a function of the large snags present in these forest
ages0 Haapanen (1965) also found greater densities of

hole-nesting birds in older forests of pine succession

in Finland He too considered large snags to be a

critical habitat component for hoienesting birds.

Tree-nesting species that also seemed to prefer

older forests for nesting were the western wood pewee,
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varied thrush and common raven,

Relat Forests

Total density of breeding birds in the l0-year-oid

area was nearly equal to that in natural Douglas-fir

forests (Fig. 2). Other investigators have also en

countered relatively high densities of breeding birds

in the open, brush stages of forest succession (John-

ston and Odum 1956, Haapanen 1965, Shugart and James 1973,

Conner and Adkisson 1975). The avifauna in the 10year-

old area during the breeding period was dominated by

ground- and bush-nesting birds. Ground-riesting species

were also concentrated in this area during the winter,

The mixture of open, low brush and bare or grasscovered

ground seemed to attract species from these two nesting

groups

Several tree- and hole-nesting species were also

observed in the l0-year-old area as they foraged for in-

sects, fruits or seeds; however, these species generally

did not nest in the area because sufficiently large

living trees and snags were
absent0 When suitable snags

are available in cut-over areas, some hole-nesting species
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such as the hairy woodpecker and common flicker may

utilize them as nest sites (Hagar i96O Conner et al.

1975).

Total density of birds in the 33-year-old thinned

forest was lower (but not significantly) than that in the

33-year-old natural forest (Fig. 2) The difference be-

tweeri the two areas was primarily due to lower denaities

of bush-nesting birds in the managed forest The absence

of understory vegetation, and thus nesting cover? was

undoubtably the reason why even the most common bush-

nesting species were found at low densities in the thinned

area0 In o1der managed forests, understory vegetation

had regrown and the combination of openness (lower stem

density, Figs 1) and low brush, intermixed with bare or

grass-covered ground attracted ground- and bush-nesting

birds Total densities of birds in the 55- and 100-year-

old managed forests were significantly greater (see

results) than total densities in natural fcret.s of

approximately the sarie age due primarily to concentrations

of these species0

Other factors which also led to a comparatively high

total density of birds in the 55-year-old thinned forest
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were the area's small size arid proximity to several

different vegetation types. The relatively high density

of deciduous-tree-nesting birds was due, in parL to an

overflow of warbling vireos from adjacent red aider stands,

One flock of cedar waxwings encountered in the thinned

forest also contributed to the density of deciduous-tree-

nesters. However, the cedar waxwings were detected as

they flew overhead and were not observed utilizing the

area; they were later observed foraging for berries in

a nearby cut-over area, The presence of the MacGillivrsy's

warbler in the thinned forest may have also been due to

the proximity of the cut-over area.

In Finland, Haapanen (1965) found 44 percent fewer

hole-nesting birds in managed versus natural forests0

Conner et al, (1975) also suggested that timber management

could be detrimental to woodpeckers if dead trees were

removed, In contrast to these findings, we found no

difference between densities of hole-nesting birds in

the 100-year-old managed and natural Douglas-fir forests,

The 100-year-old partially-cut forest. did not, however,

represent an intensively managed forest; all snags had

riot been removed during the cut. Apparently, densities
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of hole-nesting birds are not severely affected by partial-

cutting in 100-year-old forests if large snags are left

after the treatment, However, we suspect that if a more

complete job of snag removal had been effected, a decrease

in the density of hole-nesting birds would have resulted.

During the winter, a greater number of holeriesting

species occured in the two younger managed forests than

in natural forests of approximately the same age. The

slash and numerous stumps in managed areas may have

harbored insects, and. insect larvae, whicn in turn attract-

ed hole-nesting birds,

Re lative Bird Dens itvjTatural_Rpar.an Habitat

Total density of birds in the riparian habitat was

greater than that in natural Douglas-fir forests. Again

the presence of open ground and brush, created by the

maintenance trail, attracted ground- and bush-nesting

birds to the area, of the ground-nesting birds, the

dipper and belted kingfisher were restricted to the rip-

arian habitat because both species forage exclusively in

the water.

Bigleaf maple dominated the upper vegetation layers
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in the riparian habitat (Fig. 1) with red alder occurring

frequently. The deciduous component in the riparian veg-

etation attracted relatively large numbers of ruffed

grouse, evening grosbeaks and red-breasted sapsuckers;

all prefer deciduous trees for some aspect of foraging

or nesting (Larrison and Sonnenberg 1968), The low breed-

ing density of coniferous-tree-nesting birds (Fig. 6) in

the- riparian habitat also reflected the dominance of

deciduous trees.

During the winter, the rufous--sided towhee, common

bushtit, song sparrow and evening grosbeak were unique to

the rIparian
habitat0 All of these species migrate to

low elevations during the winter and their presence may

have simply been a function of elevation0

Bird. SjeciesDivert'LBSD)

BSD depends on two factors: a) species richness, or

the number of species present; and b) the "equitability

component", or the evenness in distribution of total

density amorio the species (Lloyd and Chelardi 1964),

'rrarner (1969) has shown that when Shannon's function is

used to index BSD, the dIversity indices are closely
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correlated (r 0.97) with species richness. Therefore,

species richness can be used as a rough estiatator of BSD.

In the present study, mean BSL) was relatively high

in the 10-year-old area, dropped in most of the early to

rnid-seral stages and then increased in the 100- and 200-

year-old
forests0 The same pattern was observed in species

richness during the winter. Similar trends in BSD or

species have been found by Johnston and Cdun (1956),

Martin (1960), Haapanen (1965) and Conner and Adkisson

(1975).

A linear relationship exists between breeding I3SD

and foliage height diversity (FHD) (MacArthur and MacArthur

1961, Karr 1968). Those areas with the highot FHDs have

the highest BSDs. The vegetation analysis in the present

study did not lend itself to these types of comparisons.

However, the census areas with the widest variety of

substrates important for foraging and nesting usually had

the highest mean BSDs. Substrates which appeared to he

important to birds for foraging, nesting or cover were:

a) open areas with low brush intermixed with bare or

grass-covered g'ourid (utilized by most ground- and bush-

nesting species); b) upper-tree Douglas-fir canopies
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(utilized by most tree-nesting species); d) dec:Lduous

trees (utilized by warbling vireos, red-breasted. sap-

suckers, evening grosbeaks and ruf fed grouse); e) under-

story brush (utilized by the Swainson's thrush, hermit

thrush and Wilsons warbler); and f) water (utilized by

dippers and belted kingfishers),

The 33-year-old natural Douglas-fir forest only

had substrates b, and small patches of a (due to the

abandoned logging road) and d. Consequently, the area

did not support a high mean BSD. we suspect that if the

abandoned logging road had not been present in this area,

an even lower mean BSD would have resu1ted, The 72-year-

old natural Douglas-fir forest had substrates b, e, arid

patches of d, and also supported a low mean 135Th iri the

two older natural Douglas-fir forests, substrates b, e

c, and patches of d were present3 The presence of large

snags Cc) in these areas provided substrates for nesting

arid foraging for hole-nesting birds; consequently, older,

natural Douglas-fir forests supported higher mean BSDs

than did younger areas.

The 10-year-old area had only one of the above sub-

strates deemed important to avifauna (a), but still
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supported a relatively high mean BSDO The area was some-

what unique in that it provided a habitat for foraging

for several species of birds which did not nest there.

Examples are the woodpeckers which foraged for insects

in the stumps and other logging debris, and several

species of tree-nesting birds which foraged for insects,

fruits or seeds.

The 33-year-old thinned Douglas-fir forest had only

one of the above substrates (b) and supported the iciiest

mean BSD of all areas. The 55-year-old thinned forest

had substrates a, b, d (along the edge) and a, and

supported a relatively high mean BSD. The 100-year-old

partially-cut area had substrtaes a, b, c, and patches

of d and e, and was ranked second to the highest in mean

I3SD,

The ripztrian habitat had all of the substrates which

appeared to he important to birds and supported the

highest mean BSD of all areas.

rren_year_old cut-over areas are excellent habitats

for many ground- and bush-nesting species riot found in
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older, natural Douglas-fir forests,, Cut-over areas of this

age also provide substrates for foraging for several hole-

and tree-nesting species: however, these species generally

can not nest in such areas because there are no large

trees or snags.

When a thinning or partial-out operation destroys

the understory vegetation in the area, bird density and

diversity are probably reduced Cnce the understory

vegetation returns, however, the area may becc&Le a richer

habitat for ground- and bush-nesting birds than natural

forests of the same age.

Timber harvest rotations of 70 years or less would

reduce the overal BSD and total density of birds in the

Douglas-fir region by reducing or eliminating the older

forests utilized by certain tree- and many bole-nesting

birds,, Snag removal in forests over 100 years of age could

also adversely affect the density and diversity of hole-

nesting birds,

The current forest management policy of leaving

buffer strips along streams is beneficial to avifauna

because strein-side vegetation provides a comparatively

rich habitat for many forest birds,
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A caution must be issued to forest management agencies

that might consider establishing numerical density or

diversity targets as their sole non-game bird manage-

merit goal. A particular density or BSD is not, in and

of itself, "good". An area may have an exceptionally high

density of birds or BSD and still be a poor habitat for

an entire group of species. Therefore, non-game bird

management must not be considered solely on the basis

of total bird densities or BSD indices, but must deal

at the individual species level as well, We feel, as did

Balda (1975), that management should attempt to maintain

the bird density and species composition found in

natural forests. This would involve providing habitat for

species of birds that occur in natural forests of all ages,
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